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Introduction

Retailing today, especially specialty independent

retailing, is on the threshold of a major explosion. Don’t

let some of the headlines scare or confuse you: Some

retailers have always failed — that’s the natural attrition

of the retail industry. But you don’t have to. The

marketplace is more fertile today than at any other time

in recorded history because of the integration of easy e-

commerce elements into independent retailing.

There is always room for creative, knowledgeable

retailers with a different way of looking at the world and

customers. In this book, I share with you what works,

what it takes to be successful, and some secrets from the

pros. Let this book be your manual, but don’t stop asking

questions. Generations of questioning have made

retailing what it is today.

About This Book

This book is truly a how-to manual for starting and

running a retail business. It covers every aspect of the

retail business from the original dream to the day-to-day

operations of an established store. Rarely will you read a

how-to book that is written with the passion and emotion

of this one because rarely does a how-to author get the

opportunity to reflect on his life’s work — to focus on all

the little details that fill the day of a retail professional.

Every point or idea has recalled a whole set of scenarios

and/or experiences that I have actually lived through —

mistakes made, lessons learned, and triumphs



celebrated. The purpose of this book is to share my

experiences so that you can benefit from them.

Retail is detail is an old expression you find sprinkled

throughout this book. What it means is that to be a

successful retailer, you must focus on many detailed

tasks. If you have a great location, wonderful

merchandise, and super advertising, but your sales staff

can’t sell, you have a detail that needs attention. Most

successful retailers become great because of their

attention to details. That’s the reason I fill this book and

CD with checklists and formulas that address a multitude

of details.

I have discovered that the most successful retailers are

not those who break onto the retail landscape with the

biggest stores, the most expensive store designs, or even

the largest ad campaigns. No, the true winners are those

who address the little things in concert with a vision and

mission for their business.

Conventions Used in This

Book

When I use a term you may not be familiar with, I italicize

it and define it nearby. Also, Web addresses are printed in

monofont to help them stand out. When this book was

printed, some Web addresses may have needed to break

across two lines of text. If that happened, rest assured

that we haven’t put in any extra characters (such as

hyphens) to indicate the break. So, when using one of

these Web addresses, just type in exactly what you see in



this book, pretending as though the line break doesn’t

exist.

Foolish Assumptions

I try not to make many assumptions about who you are.

That’s because the readers of this book are as varied as

the world of retailing itself. They range from the

salesclerk who has just been offered ownership of the

store to

Anyone who has ever considered a career in

retailing

Anyone who has ever thought about opening her

own business

Anyone who loves working with people

Anyone who loves the merchandise she’s selling

Anyone who gets a rush shopping for merchandise

Anyone who gets excited every time he sees new

arrivals in a store

How This Book Is

Organized

Retail Business Kit For Dummies, 2nd Edition, is organized

into six parts, and the chapters within each part cover

specific topics in detail. In addition, the CD-ROM serves as

a reference that puts samples of relevant retail forms at

your fingertips. The CD was designed to be used in


